
Requirements 

1) Choice 

My story definitely has more than 3 nodes with at least two options. An example includes the 

“Start” node where the reader can make a decision on eating breakfast, wash himself, or transport to 

school. Other example nodes include “Transportation Choice”, “Arrival at Starbucks”, and so on. 

Furthermore, all of my links are tasks that can be performed such as “quickly walk to the exam room” in 

the “Take Muffin” node. The clickable fragment text is clearly framed by the surrounding text so the 

reader understands what choices can be made and it acts as a signpost so the reader can predict what 

the upcoming node will be about. This transition between nodes and the outcome are coherent, even if 

the reader pauses for a long period of time.  

2) Agency as Choice 

Agency means when the reader makes a decision, the result will change and this is satisfying 

because the reader has the power to reshape the story (Murray, 1997). “Aisle” (Barlow, n.d.), “Glass” 

(Short, n.d.) and other forms of interactive fiction has no constraints which gives the player too much 

freedom resulting in the assumption that anything is possible. This will result in disappointment because 

the majority of their choices will lead to an error. To achieve agency, constraints must be incorporated 

but the player should still have a wide selection of choices. Furthermore, the protagonist should interact 

with the player on an emotional level so the game can predict what choices the player will make and 

have that option available (Zimmerman, n.d.). By doing so, the player will feel every common possible 

choice they want to make is present and they have the power to reshape the story to their desire. In 

addition, the choices should affect the story. For example, when the protagonist has to make the first 

decision of eating breakfast, wash himself, transport to school or a combination of these choices in the 

“Start” node, the player can decide which path makes the most sense. Also, the options in that node 

contains all the expectations for the player because that is most likely what the player does during the 

morning; therefore, the player is satisfied. 

3) Variation 

 There are many instances of text fragment changes due to previous choices including the timer 

substituting variable X, which can be found in node “Arrival at Exam Location” and other nodes, the 

update of description depending on food choice in node “Eating Food at Home”, and whether the player 

feels thirsty or sleepy in node “Halfway Through the Exam” and so forth.  

 Also, there are many examples of text fragment leading to different nodes depending on the 

previous event including whether the story will continue on or move to the hidden ending in the node 

“Take Muffin” and other nodes, move to the arrival of Starbucks or to exam location in the node “You 

Picked Manual Transportation” depending on whether the reader has chosen “rush to school” in the 

“Start” node, or in the node “Did The Bus Come” where the “proceed” button could lead to a loop or the  

canon of the story depending on the randomizer. 

By adding randomizers such as a 50% chance the bus would arrive which may determine if the 

player will make it to the exam on time, the story would not only have more variety, but it will also 



contain a realism factor as one’s life is not only shaped by their decision, but also by probability. This 

unpredictability results in small changes to the story making the experience different each time the 

player rereads; but not to the extent that the story will be dominated by chance which eliminates 

agency (Wardrip-Fruin et. al, n.d.). 

4) Reread a Second Time 

First, by having an interactive story that affects the reader at an emotional level, the player 

should have a desire to reside in the fictional world longer. Just like many good games, the reader may 

also feel a sense of escape from the real world. Furthermore, considering that this story targeted 

towards people who understands stress in the exam week, they should be able to connect to the 

protagonist and want the best possible ending resulting in rereads.  

Second, by using “shorthand communication” as Murray (2011) suggested, the unnecessary 

details of which the player has already explored will be removed to speed up their gameplay as 

demonstrated in the “Start”, “Hygiene First” nodes. This will reduce the amount of extra reading and 

increase the chance of the reader rereading the story because they can unlock new content rapidly. 

Last, I also made the story interesting by adding jokes and humour such as not taking a shower 

will result in a better performance in “Arrival at Exam Location” node. This should provide the reader 

with a better experience encouraging rereads of the story. 

5)Replay is Making a Difference 

A form of resource acquisition is used in this game, making it similar to Emily Short’s (2016) 

“storylet”, where the player will gather the necessary components in different combinations to achieve 

different outcomes. The resource, being the breakfast is not an necessity unlike in the “storylet” (Short, 

2016), but the reader will receive punishment or rewards in terms of the end score depending on their 

choices. For example, if the reader chooses to walk and not have a smoothie beforehand or purchase a 

drink afterwards, he will be thirsty resulting in a punishment. The combination of trade-offs for different 

decisions can create a more complex stories resulting in a complex point systems which will result in a 

wide combination of endings. The reader can benchmark their performance and compete with 

themselves by testing different combinations of choices and in the following node, the will be indirectly 

notified about whether their choice is beneficial or not. For example, in the node “Eating Food at 

Home”, if the player chose oatmeal, the updated fragment text will notify them that it is a healthy 

choice which infers that the player will be rewarded points. However, the oatmeal took 15 minutes so it 

can also be inferred that there is a time penalty resulting in the player having to sacrifice time 

elsewhere. The player can take these hints to find the best combination of choices resulting in the 

highest possible score. 
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